Networking as Multi-Purposed Tool for Innovative Organizations in Rural Areas
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Abstract. This paper builds on the findings of a survey to the innovative organizations located in Portuguese rural areas. This survey has been underlined and applied in the context of the project RUR@L INOV. The paper has two goals: to explore how networking is used by rural-based organizations and, second, to discuss how networking could be promoted by public policy to boost collaborative innovation. The evidence presented and discussed indicates that networking is used by rural-based innovators as a multi-purposed tool including the establishment of networks to obtain scale/scope effects and/or access local, mostly intangible, resources of rural areas. However, conventional innovation networks, usually led by R&D units or top-associations don’t appear as a significant resource for most of the innovators. Probably, due to the organizations smallness, the high qualification of innovation leaders, together with their entrepreneurial attitude, these innovators search for knowledge and other resources by their own means and initiative. Nevertheless, this entrepreneurial attitude towards knowledge, information and skills demand could be shared by other, both existing organizations and new-entrants in the rural economies, through new networking models led by the innovators.

Introduction

Innovation has been placed at the heart of the Europe 2020 strategy for growth and jobs [1]. EC [1] highlights that Europe’s future economic growth and jobs creation will increasingly have to come from innovation in products, services and business models. However, so far, the public support to innovation has been oriented towards technological product and process innovation. This is largely due to the major impact in growth of these types of innovation. The problem with this policy-bias (and, at large extent, research-bias too) towards technological innovation is the neglecting of non-technological innovation and small-scale innovations and innovators. The latter, namely the SME, are fundamental for jobs (creation and maintenance) at the EU level. Therefore, innovation research and policies need to focus on understanding, acknowledge and enhancing this low-profile innovation. This hidden innovation has in recent times started to be acknowledged and investigated by a growing number of researchers (e.g. [2], [3], [4], [5], [6], [7]). Hidden innovation includes non-technological innovations, such as marketing and organizational, product and process innovation not mainly based on R&D inputs, and the non-technological innovation mingled in the technological innovation (e.g. [8], [9], [10]). In addition, as has been recently acknowledge by [11], most of the innovation is a result of processes where different types of innovation are mixed, such as combinations of product and marketing innovation, mixes of marketing and organizations together with product (and often process) innovation. OECD [11] acknowledges also an increasing role of the collaborative approaches in the innovation development and that this entails the participation of a diversity of players in innovation processes.
Therefore, to obtain insightful knowledge on hidden innovation there is a need for broader concepts of innovation, inclusive units of analysis, and flexible tools for data collection. A framework built on these three pillars was developed by the project RUR@L INOV which aimed at identifying and describing the processes of innovation developed by the organizations (firms and others) operating in the Portuguese rural areas, as well as to develop a methodological framework to assess innovation accounting for processes and not limiting to the innovation inputs and outputs \([12, 13, 14]\). This later framework consisted on identifying and developing an indicators system able to identify, describe and rate critical dimensions of innovation at the organization level for the case of the organizations located in rural areas. The major novelty of this innovation assessment framework was the inclusion of relevant variables to weigh the innovation processes. These variables included the type of innovations and their mixes, the internationalization dynamics, the knowledge mobilization patterns, distinguishing different types of knowledge, namely local-based, the networking activities, the diversification strategies and the local-specific features. This framework was applied to the database generated by a survey that has been applied, during the period September 2012 to January 2013, to a sample of 120 organizations. The organizations were selected from a universe previously identified recurring to several information sources. The surveyed organizations were located across all Portuguese (Continental) rural territory (rural NUTS3 according to OECD classification). The survey was based on a broad concept of innovation, entailed the description of innovations processes instead of assuming pre-defined innovation categories and patterns, like the approach followed by the CIS (Community innovation survey), and was applied to diverse type of organizations, firms, non-profit and public organizations operating in different activity sectors and encompassing all organizations of all economic sizes, from individual business to large-companies.

The survey results highlighted the diversity of innovators. The surveyed innovative organizations show different organizational models, operate in different sectors, supply a multiplicity of different (and differentiated) products and services, alongside with the fact of presenting diverse innovation patterns. Nonetheless, they share a high qualification profile, both of the innovation leaders and the organization’ human resources, in particular in the case of micro-size organizations, and also a continuous and cumulative innovations pattern. The entrepreneurial attitude is another common trait especially for the case of small and very small organizations. This attitude probably explains the fact that the innovators rely mostly on their internal knowledge and capabilities to innovate and that they demonstrate a noteworthy ability to mobilize latent resources in rural areas (e.g. local knowledge) to respond to latent demands of niches and special groups of consumers.

Formal collaborative arrangements for innovation development, for instances through the establishment of formal partnerships with R&D units or the integration into innovation networks, are infrequent and in general adopted by innovation strategies of the large-companies. On the other hand, innovation networking namely addressing scale and/or scope economies or resources sharing are present but are still more a must than the rule. Given the importance assigned to networks and networking for rural development (e.g. \([15, 16, 17, 18]\)) and the evidence obtained by the survey, that networking is a multi-purposed tool essential to most of the innovators, the goals of this paper is twofold. Firstly to explore how networking is used by the rural-based innovative organizations. Secondly to discuss how networking could be enhanced to boost the emergence of innovator-led networks able to inter-connect with other innovation players in order to enhance scale and scope economies, as well as to provide a learning tool to new-entrants. This dynamic of new-entrants is, in the Portuguese case, one of the social responses to the economic crisis and unemployment, namely of young and qualified individuals. However, they need the support of a learning structure to be able to assess the feasibility of their ideas and to get knowledge from others experiences.

In the next section is presented empirical evidence collected in the survey that allows for some insights on the paper goal of learning how networking is used by the rural innovators. The third section of the paper discusses this evidence and how the knowledge acquired by this survey, and
other forms of interaction of the research team with the rural-based innovators (e.g. focus groups and learning seminars), could be used to promote networks enhancing collaborative approach to innovation and collective learning. Finally, general conclusions are presented.

Networking strategies and activities of rural-based innovators

The evidence gathered by the survey to the innovative rural-based organizations in Portugal shows that there is an intense collaborative action between innovators and other players, namely their peers as well other actors, such as the R&D units, local authorities and sectorial and territorial associations (see Fig. 1).

![Fig. 1 – Number of organizations entailing collaborative action according type of partner](image)

A total of 450 partnerships were reported by the 120 surveyed organizations. The more common partners are the peers’ organizations, the R&D units and sectorial and other associations. These partnerships are mostly informal and led by the innovative organizations according their needs and resources. Their main motivation is to gather resources such as funding and know-how when that is needed and/or the opportunity allow for it. That probably explains the little expression of organised networked collaborative action to innovation which entails stable and long run partnerships.

The analysis of innovation patterns shows that only a relatively small number of organizations (less than 20% of the total) developed networking innovation involving collaborative action with different partners, depending on the network motivation(s). Fig. 2 shows that innovative networking appears mostly connect with the organizations involvement with local community and with the aim of obtaining scale/scope economies at supply level.

![Fig. 2 – Number of organizations presenting network innovation](image)

The only example of a network for marketing strategy is the case of a wholesale PGI fruit medium sized cooperative that developed, with a fruit producers association, a network of local sale points to sell PGI fruit directly to the consumers.

In what concerns the creation of networks to achieve efficiency and value gains we found four rather different organizations: a not for profit small organization that created a producers network to gain scale to discuss with the government the rules and laws that support the sector and also to
make integrated marketing, both in Portugal and international markets; a nano (organization with less than 4 workers) private association that wholesales fruit productions that created an R&D network, including universities, research laboratories, local partners and other firms to improve fruit varieties and create new by-products; and also related with the leverage of agro-forest resources, there are two not for profit services organizations that developed producers associations and partnerships with universities and laboratories to improve forestry products, in one case, and cereal varieties, on the other, and also to get and disseminate knowledge.

The organizations that created networks to obtain scale/scope economies at supply level include: three nano rural tourism firms, that created collaborative networks with other tourism firms and local institutions in order to offer a larger scope of touristic, recreational and even therapeutic activities and thus ensure a larger demand for their touristic accommodation and also to make integrated and international marketing; also in the tourism sector a nano not for profit organization that delivers touristic services that created a network to offer international marketing and sell different touristic products and packages; another not for profit large scale development organization, that created several producers networks in order to offer, directly to consumers, integrated packages of fruit and vegetables; a medium sized wine producers association that put in place a new organizational model, alternative to a cooperative, in order that the wine producers could share resources and skills but maintain self-trademarks.

As cases of the development of networks to get scale for procurement, we found: a micro gourmet chocolate industry that created a network with local cheese producers in order to produce different gourmet products; a private, micro rural tourism firm with diversified agro-industry activities that created also a collaborative network with other local firms (salt miners) to offer new gourmet products; a medium sized wine producer that formed with other firms a central purchasing organization to buy several materials for the wine industry (bottles, corks); and, finally a nano agriculture producer that formed a collaborative network with other producers for sharing transport and distribution costs.

Involved in the creation of networks with local communities we can find very different types of organizations, with also very different activities. In the tourism sector, a nano rural tourism firm promotes the involvement of the local population to integrate the tourists in the local traditional activities to ensure social sustainability and benefit from local knowledge. Two nano not for profit organizations, that provide touristic services, created collaborative networks with local people, one of them to develop rural activities for urban children and to reinforce intergenerational ties and the other to integrate local knowledge and local activities on the tourism packages. Another nano not for profit social organization developed a project that integrates local villages and communities in a network to provide environmental education and awareness and to involve older people in teaching children old traditions. Also on the social area, a large not for profit organization created a social integration network that allows users (mainly disabled people) to collaborate in the internal functioning of the organization. And a micro not for profit services organization that, through international partnerships, brings to Portugal volunteers to learn agro activities, has agreements with local people that produce and teach how to produce artisanal food products. On the public sector, a medium sized rural municipality created an innovation network to promote local and regional entrepreneurship and partnerships with universities and other organizations. And finally, on the private sector, a micro agroindustry is encouraging the local community to create donkeys in order to provide the raw material (donkey milk) for the industry and thus maintain a local species and contribute to the local development, while a medium sized farm (with diversified agro-forest-industry activities) involves the people from the nearby village on the farm safekeeping and as hunting guides benefiting from their local knowledge and as a way of good neighbourhood relationships.
Innovator-led networks as a tool to enhance collaborative action for innovation

The examples presented of structured collaborative action show that the networks resulted, in general, from bottom-up initiatives led by the innovative organizations or resulted from situations where networking innovation has been used to create new organizational models able to cope with scale/scope supply problems. In the majority of the cases, the networking initiative was led by the innovators that used networking as a resource to innovate, for instance to develop and/or differentiate products and services (e.g., tourism services and gourmet products) by involving the local community know-how and/or resorting to local suppliers of typical foodstuffs they use as ingredient to make their products different when addressing niche markets. These cases, whereas not yet generalised, evidence interesting collaborative innovation patterns involving local suppliers, local communities and their know-how, thus showing a high potential to enhance rural development. Therefore, innovation appears as an instrument to promote rural development at several dimensions. The availability of specific-location resources such as know-how, local and typical products, landscape, nature and cultural assets that allow for products and services differentiation makes these areas attractive to new business and new initiatives especially due to the availability of high-qualified human resources with an entrepreneurial attitude. Thus, there is an opportunity to enhance rural development through promoting innovation, namely to attract young and qualified people to depopulated and aged areas.

On the other hand, innovators show a strong ability to identify market opportunities and to gather knowledge and information using networking. Probably due to their high qualification and ability to intensively use ICT they use informal networking as a tool to obtain knowledge resources that they convert into skills and information to fulfil their product, process and organizational innovation needs. As a result of this process they are themselves important generators of knowledge, skills and experience. They are, but could be much more a resource for other potential innovators, both existing organizations and new-entrants in rural areas. How could public policies contribute to enhance this knowledge and skills transfer and exchange? They could do that by supporting innovator-led networks, designed according to innovators needs and availabilities and enabling to connect (virtually but also in presence) innovators among themselves and new-comers, as well as other innovation players.

Conclusions

A major conclusion from this paper focused on the networking strategies and activities of rural-based innovative organization in Portugal is that networking is a multidimensional tool with a high potential to promote rural development through innovation. To make that possible public policies, intended both to innovation and rural development, need to centre more on micro-level analysis not limiting to the regional level of innovation system. Actor-constructed innovation systems need to be acknowledged and promoted given they demonstrated a huge dynamic and resilience, namely in situation of economic crisis, and evidence a huge potential to constitute an innovation and rural development resource.
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